
The World at War and the Fires In Between 

How Do Economic Problems Create Social and Political Problems? 
The period of reduced economic activity the world experienced from 2007 to 2009 has become 
known as the Great Recession. You likely experienced its effects in your community in the form of 
neighbors or family members who lost jobs as businesses closed or downsized. Perhaps homes in 
your neighborhood were foreclosed on by the bank because owners could no longer afford to pay 
their mortgage. The Great Depression that occurred in the 1920s was far worse than this recent 
recession. 

 

The Great Depression was truly a global event. Here, protesters are participating in a Hunger March in Edmonton, Alberta, 
Canada.Public Domain 

 

Economic desperation brought about the rise of dictators in Germany and Italy. Pictured here are Benito Mussolini of Italy 
and Adolf Hitler of Germany.Public Domain 

After World War I, many countries throughout the world faced difficult economic problems. As you 
have learned, the Treaty of Versailles was punitive toward nations on the losing side of the war. 
Because of this, Germany had to pay a huge amount of reparations for the cost of the war. This 
burden contributed to an economic crisis in the country, which included high unemployment. 
Eventually, the economic problems of Germany and many other nations, including the United States, 
led to the Great Depression. The social and political ramifications of this economic depression 
would be disastrous for much of the world. 

In this lesson, you will learn about the economic crisis after World War I and the Great Depression. 
In addition, you will analyze the rise of authoritarian governments in several nations. You will 
demonstrate your learning by completing a matching exercise and multiple-choice quiz. 
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What Was the Global Economy Like After World War I? 

Many nations were going through rapid social and political change as a result of the economic 
effects of World War I. Use the tabs to learn more about how Europe and the United Sates were 
affected by World War I. 

How Did the Boom and Bust Economy Affect Europe? 

 

 



 

 

 



 

Where Did the United States Fit Into this Economic Downturn? 

 

Overproduction of goods was a leading 
cause of the Great Depression.Public Domain 

The United States was one of the few countries that benefited from World War I. The industry of the 
United States was not harmed by the conflict, which took place overseas. Because of this, the 
United States gained a head start in changing from a wartime economy that focused on producing 
weapons to a peacetime economy that focused on producing consumer products. In fact, after the 
war, industry in the United States rapidly expanded. To encourage the buying of goods, the United 
States promoted buying on credit. With this method, a person could purchase a product with a small 
down payment and pay the rest with monthly installments. 

Soon purchases of consumer products soared. Americans became convinced that the U.S. economy 
was healthy and would continue to be so. Also, because of its booming economy, the United States 
became the main nation that loaned money to other nations. As a result, the U.S. economy strongly 
influenced the economies of nations worldwide. However, many people did not realize that the U.S. 
economy had hidden problems. Farmers did not share in the prosperity, and factories actually 
produced too many goods, a condition known as overproduction. 



U.S. Stock Market Crash 
During this time, the U.S. stock market thrived and experienced a period of inflation. Stock prices 
rose steadily because of consumer demand. Because of this, many people got involved with short-
term investments. These investors bought stock with the hope that its price would rise quickly. If the 
price rose, then the investor would sell the stock and make a profit. Many short-term investors 
borrowed money to buy stocks—a practice called buying on margin. These investors expected their 
stocks to go up, after which they would sell their stocks, repay the loan, and make a profit. 

However, short-term investment had a serious drawback. If the stock went down, then the investor 
could not repay the loan and the bank that made the loan lost its money. To get its money back, the 
bank would insist that other borrowers repay their loans immediately. This caused a panic of selling 
stocks by people who bought their stocks on margin, which then caused the overall prices of stocks 
to plummet. The more stock prices fell, the more investors hurried to sell stocks. 

The above scenario partially caused the stock market crash of 1929. On October 29, 1929, the 
U.S. stock market fell steadily—a day that came to be called Black Tuesday. Soon a frenzy of selling 
stock happened by investors buying on margin, and the banks that loaned money to these investors 
could not get their money back. As a result, many banks failed since they could not give depositors 
the money in their accounts. Many people withdrew their money from banks and hid this money in 
their homes. During this time, it was not uncommon for people to have money stuffed in mattresses 
and buried in their yards. However, the massive cash withdraw caused many banks to close. With 
less money circulating, industries and businesses could not get loans to operate. As a result, many 
of them also closed, which caused the unemployment rate to rise. This chain of events partially 
caused the Great Depression. 

Since the U.S. economy strongly influenced economies worldwide, when the Great Depression hit 
the United States, it also affected most nations throughout the world. Also, many countries were 
globally connected by the gold standard’s fixed exchange rates. Because of this, problems with 
banks in one country affected banks in other countries. To see how some nations responded to the 
Depression, look over tabs below. 
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Where Does Fascism Come From? 
As you have learned, radical ideologies often develop during times of economic hardship. Select the 
tabs to learn more about the rise of Europe's radical leaders. 

 



 

 



 

How Did Russia Deal With These Problems? 
The Rise of Lenin 

For hundreds of years, the Russian peasants suffered under the harsh rule of the czars. Also, the 
peasant population was massive, underpaid, and bitter about being ill-treated by wealthy aristocrats. 
In the late 1800s, a group developed in Russia called the Bolsheviks that wanted to overthrow the 
government and set up a system based on the socialist principles of Karl Marx. According to these 
beliefs, society should be based on a classless system, in which the state would run all economic 
activities. Vladimir Lenin was one of the leaders of this group. 
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